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1. INTRODUCTION 
This article is concerned with the existence of weak solutions of the 
boundary value problems for quasilinear operators in divergence form 
Au(x) = KY 
laTinI 
(-1)‘“’ D”A,(x, U(X), DU(X) ,...) D%(x)), XEf2, 
where R is a domain (not necessarily bounded) in [R”. In the case where the 
A, have at most polynomial growth in u and its derivatives, this problem can 
be studied in the context of the mappings of monotone type from a Sobolev 
space into its conjugate. When the functions A, (even the top order terms) 
do not obey any polynomial growth, it is customary to use a Sobolev-Orlicz 
space rather than a Sobolev space, although at the cost of some degree of 
complexity in the arguments caused mainly by the fact that Orlicz spaces are 
not reflexive in general. We shall be dealing here with the latter case. 
The concept of a pseudo-monotone operator was introduced to take into 
account the difference of the properties of the highest order functions A, in 
their top order variables from the lower order derivatives. When the domain 
R is bounded and a polynomial growth condition is satisfied, it is a classical 
result to derive the pseudo-monotonicity of the mapping T, induced by the 
operator A in a natural manner, from a relatively simple set of hypotheses 
(Leray-Lions conditions) on the functions A, (3, 131. An analogous 
conclusion for the case of Sobolev-Orlicz spaces was also shown to be true 
161. 
For unbounded domains R other methods were developed to obtain some 
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existence results for elliptic boundary value problems (cf. [2, 5, 8]), because 
it was believed that certain compact embeddings, not available for arbitrary 
domains, were necessary for the pseudo-monotonicity of T. Quite recently. 
however, F. E. Browder [4] was able to derive pseudo-monotonicity also for 
unbounded domains without any essential change of the conditions on the 
functions A, when they have polynomial growth. The purpose here is to 
extend this result for the Sobolev-Orlicz space setting. In fact, our 
Theorem 1 can be seen as a natural analogy to our work [ 121 which 
improves [4] by showing a condition of coercivity type superfluous. 
A variety of existence theorems for boundary value problems can be 
derived from our Theorem 1 on account of the theory of pseudo-monotone 
mappings. The results obtained by Gossez [6, 71 can be extended to hold for 
arbitrary domains and Theorem 2 also essentially improves [ 141. It is 
significant that we need no coercivity condition, which appears necessary 
when approximation methods are used (cf. [8, 141). 
2. PREREQUISITES 
We start with some preliminaries of Sobolev-Orlicz spaces. For more 
detailed information refer to [ 1,9, lo]. When R is an open subset of the n- 
dimensional Euclidean space IF! “, the Orlicz space associated to an N- 
function M is denoted by L,M(.O). Furnished with the Luxemburg norm 
LM(12) becomes a Banach space which is not reflexive in general. The 
closure in L,(D) of the set of bounded functions with compact support in fi 
is denoted by E,(R). The Sobolev-Orlicz space IVL,(R) is the set of 
functions u such that u and its distributional derivatives up to and including 
the order m lie in LM(R), and a similar definition applies to IVE,,,(fi). 
These spaces can always be identified to subspaces of the No-product 
n LM(0), where N, stands for the number of multi-indices a with 1 al < m. 
The closure of C?(Q) in WmLM(Q) with lespect to u(n LM(Q)), JJ E,&.IZ)) 
topology is denoted by CL,(a), M standing for the N-function 
complementary to M. The norm closure of C’;(n) in WmE,(R) is denoted 
by WF,wW 
When M and P are two N-functions we shall write P < M at 0 or at co if 
for any E > 0, 
lim ‘(“) = 0 
1-o M(t) 
or W) = 0 
.zM(t) ’ 
respectively. We say that M dominates P globally provided there exists a 
positive constant ,I such that P(t) <M(h) holds for all t > 0. The 
nonnegative reciprocal function of an N-function M is denoted by M-‘. 
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Let Y and Z be two real Banach spaces in duality with respect to a 
continuous pairing (., .) and let Y, and Z, be closed subspaces of Y and Z, 
respectively. Then (Y, Y, ; Z, Z,) is called a complementary system, if Yt, the 
conjugate of Y,, can be identified to Z and Zz to Y. 
For instance, (IYI LfW9 JI E,&?R); FI k&J), FI b(Q)) form a 
complementary system and the spaces K”“L,%,(Q) and K’:L,\,(Q) generate 
new complementary systems in it provided R has the segment property. The 
norm I]. I],, on Y is said to be admissible if it is dual to the norm I]. /Iz,,, the 
restriction of ]I. ]]= to Z,, and if (z,J~) < ]]z]]~ ]] >‘I],. holds for all J E Y and 
z E Z. We note that the norms of Sololev-Orlicz spaces we shall be dealing 
with are admissible. For a more detailed discussion of complementary 
systems refer to [6]. 
The final piece of information we need is the concept of a pseudo- 
monotone mapping. Let (Y, Y,; Z, Z,) be a complementary system and let T 
be a mapping from the domain D(T) in Y to Z. Then T is said to be sequen- 
tial!v pseudo-monotone with respect to a dense subspace V of Y, if 
(i) T is continuous from the finite dimensional subspaces of V to the 
a(Z. V) topology of z, 
(ii) for any sequence (un} in V with u,, -+ u E Y for a(Y, Z,), T(u,) -P 
g E Z for a(Z, V) and lim sup(T(u,), u,) < (g, u), it follows that T(U) = g 
and V(u,,), u,) -, (g, u). 
3. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
We are interested in the boundary value problems for the operator 
Au(x)= K’ (-1)‘“’ PAn(X, U(X), DU(X),..., D%(x)), XEQ, (1) 
IaErn 
where 0 is an arbitrary domain in R” and the coefficients A, are considered 
as functions of the point x in R, of q = (qo: ]p] < m - 1) in R’I and of 
C= (co: IpI =m) in R Nz with N, = N, + N,. The basic conditions imposed 
on the functions A, are the following (cf. [7, 141): 
(A,) Each A-(x, q, [) is measurable in x for fixed < = (q, [) in R”‘O 
and continuous in <for fixed x in R. 
There exist three N-jiinctions M. P, and S with P G M at 0 and 00, M 6 S 
at co and S dominating fi globa&, functions a,, E E&2) for I a I = m and 
a, E L.(Q) for I al < m - 1, and positive constants c, and c2 such that 
iflal=m, 
lA,(x. <)I ,< a,(x) + c, T’ M-‘M(c&) + c, \‘ s-‘P(c&), 
l5FwI lOl<rn 
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for all x E I2 and all t E WO. 
(A,) For each x E a, each q E IR”I and any pair of distinct elements [ 
and [* in R”z, 
(A,) There exist functions 6, E Es(Q) for /aI ,< m and b E L’(a) 
such that 
for all x E G and all < E I?‘o. 
Let Y = W~L,V(R), Y, = W;;E,#), Z = W-“L,V(R) = {f = ClnlGm 
(-1)‘“’ Pf,:f, E L.&Q) for all (a( <m} and Z, = W-“E,V(R) = (f= 
c ,a,Cm (--I)‘“’ D”f,:f, E E,w(Q) for all /al <m). 
When 0 has the segment property (Y. Y,; Z, Z,) constitutes a 
complementary system [6]. For each f E Z the Dirichlet problem for the 
equation Au =f is to find an element u in Y such that A,(.. t(u)) E L,(R) 
for all Ial < m and 
a(u, u) := (. \‘ 
.o In-Em 
A,(x. C(u)) D”c = (f; L’) 
for all u E Y,,. We shall restrict our treatment here to Dirichlet problems for 
the sake of convenience. Also more general boundary value problems with 
respect to a given subspace I’ with W;L,&,(R) c VC W”‘L,,,(f2) can be 
studied [6, 71 but a few more technical assumptions will be involved. 
In order to introduce the mapping T associated to the operator A we let 
D(T) denote the set (U E Y: A,(-, l(u)) E Lw(Q) for all Ial <m). In view of 
(A,) it is obvious that Y, c D(T) c Y. Then the equation 
(T(u), u) = a(u, u), uED(T), L’E Y, (2) 
defines a mapping T from D(T) to Z. Now we are in a position to represent 
our main theorem which extends Theorem 5.1 due to Gossez [6] for 
unbounded domains. 
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THEOREM 1. Let R be an open subset of R” with the segment propert!. 
and let A be a partial dtJerentia1 operator (1) satisfying conditions (A,), 
(A,) and (A,). Then the mapping Tfrom D(T) to Z defined by (2) is sequen- 
tially pseudo-monotone with respect to any dense subspace V of Y,. 
The existence of a weak solution of the Dirichlet problem for the operator 
A can be established by employing abstract surjectivity theorems for pseudo- 
monotone mappings. 
We recall the following version which was obtained by Gossez [ 7 ]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (Y, Y,,; Z, Z,) be a complementary system with 
admissible norm on Y. Let T be a sequentially pseudo-monotone mapping 
with respect to any dense subspace V of Y,,. Suppose that the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Each z E Z, has a norm neighborhood N(z) in Z such that 
T-‘(N(z)) is a bounded set in Y, and 
(b) (T(v), ~1) > 0 for all t’ E Y,, with )I u IJ suflciently large. 
Then Z, is contained in the range of T. 
Conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 1 are not met by the pseudo- 
monotone mapping T of Theorem 1 if only assumptions (A,), (A?) and (A,) 
are imposed. Therefore an additional condition is needed. The following 
essential sharpening of (A3) will be sufficient. 
(A,) There exist functions 6, E EM(Q) for all Ial < m and b E L’(0). 
and positive constants d, and dz such that 
for all x E f2 and all < E R,“J. 
It is shown in [7] for bounded domains that (A,) implies conditions (a) 
and (b) for the mapping T. This proof carries over to unbounded domains 
with the only change that one cannot allow b, E La(Q) for ]u] < m. As a 
consequence we may derive from Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 the following 
existence result, which extends Theorem 2 of [ 71 for unbounded domains and 
generalizes essentially the results obtained in [ 141 by a different method. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be an open subset of R” with the segment property 
and let A be a partial dtgerential operator (1) satisfying conditions (A,), 
(A,), and (Ad). Then for any given f E W-mE,q(R) the Dirichlet problem for 
the equation Au =f admits at least one weak solution u in wL,&,(fi). 
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We close this section with some remarks on the assumptions of the 
theorems. 
Remark 1. Using the full force of the embedding theorems for Sobolev- 
Orlicz spaces condition (A,) can be weakened. In particular when Q is a 
bounded domain, Theorem 1 holds true with the relined growth conditions 
introduced in [6]. In fact the asymptotic condition (5.3) provided there 
appears redundant by our proof. 
Remark 2. The function S in condition (A,) can be replaced by fi by 
applying the arguments of Proposition 1 of [ 111. By coupling conditions 
(A,) and (A4) in a certain way, function P could also be replaced by M in 
Theorem 1. For an existence theorem of this type refer to [ 11 1. 
Remark 3. The conclusion of Proposition 1 remains valid if assumption 
(b) is replaced by the condition that T is odd in Y,, outside some ball [6] and 
an existence theorem can be deduced accordingly. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The following lemma, which is shown in [ 111 (Lemma 6). will be crucial 
in proving Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let the functions A, satisfy conditions (A,) and (Al). rffor 
the sequences (qk} c R’I’l, (Ck} c I?“‘, and {G} c I?“? we have qk+ q, G--t [, 
and 
To begin with the proof of sequential pseudo-monotonicity of T we remark 
first that condition (i) of finite continuity follows from (A,) as was shown in 
[6]. In order to verify condition (ii) of the definition we let V be a dense 
subspace of Y, = WfE,(l2) and (u,} a sequence in V with the properties 
u, -+ u E Y = WtL,,,(f2) for a(Y, Z,), T(u,) -+ g E Z for a(Z, V’). and 
lim sup(T(u,), u,) < (g, u). We must show that u E D(T), T(u) =g. and 
(T(u,), u”) + (g, u). Obviously it is sufficient to prove the last convergence 
for an infinite subsequence. The proof will be done in eight steps as follows. 
1. The functions A,(., <(u,,)) remain bounded in L,(Q) for all ((r 1 < m. 
Indeed, for ]a] < m we use the fact that P @ M at 0 and co, which implies 
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that for any E > 0 there exists a constant K(E) such that P(t) <K(E) M(&t) 
for all f > 0. Therefore 
IA&G &4l>l G ax> + Cl -7 M-‘(K(&)M(&C*DBUn)}. IB~m 
When E is sufficiently small, ((&c2D%,((,,, < 1 uniformly for all Ifi\ < m. Since 
[ 10, p. 1451 we can conclude 
llA,(*, &UJ)ll~< IIa,Ila+ c, s !1 + K(E) II%@~“IM 
lOI <m 
< const. 
To show the same property for I a I= m let w = (w,) E n ,a, =m E,,,(0). By 
(A,) we have 
The first integral on the right-hand side is <const by assumption and the 
second one remains bounded by the previous discussion. The third integral 
remains bounded by Holder’s inequality provided ]]A,(., r](u,). <(r~))ll,~ is 
bounded. To show this use (A,) to get 
32 
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for all ]/I = m, since ~1~ E E,,,(R). Moreover, 
IIS-‘{K(c) M(~c,D%d,)}Il, < 1 + K(E) 1. M(cc2D4n,) < const. 
-0 
when E is made sufficiently small. But here S dominates fi globally which 
means that L,(R) c L&2) and the embedding is continuous [ 1, p. 2341. As 
a consequence also ]I S-‘{K(E) M(ec,D%,)}]],- is bounded and thus we have 
shown that A,(., Qu,)) remains bounded in L,-(0) for all la] = m for 
c@,,(Q), E,w(R)), which implies the boundedness in norm. 
2. We may assume, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that 
A,(., r(u,))-+ h, for &C&2), E,,,(Q)) with some h, ELM(a) for each 
l4Gm. Hence the linear form g E Z = Y,* can be identified to 
(h,) E n L&2>, i.e., 
(3) 
holds for all u E V. Since V is dense in Y, and Y,, is o(n t,,,(a), n L,o(Q)) 
dense in Y (see [6]), Eq. (3) holds in fact for all u E Y. 
3. We are aiming to show that D”u,(x) + D”u(x) a.e. in R for all 
Ia] < m. As the embedding of kV;;lL,w(Q) to v-‘I,,,,(w) is compact for any 
subdomain w with compact closure in fI [ 1, p. 2521, we may assume that 
D”u,(x) -+ D”u(x) a.e. in Q for all 1~11 < m - 1. In order to get the a.e. 
convergence also for lul = m we invoke Lemma 1 with the specialization 
qk = I](u,& Ck = Qu,), and & = i(u) for each x E Q. In view of Lemma 1 it 
suffices to show that q,(x) + 0 a.e. in R with 
q,(x) = \‘ 
la-p, 
L$(-~, dun), &,)j -4(-y. r](u,), CWW% - Da4 
In fact, as q,(x) > 0 for all x E 0, it will be enough to show that 
lim sup 1’ q,(x) < Ek, (4) n . Rk 
where sk + 0 as k + co and R, = (x E 0: 1x1 < k, 1 D”u(x)l < k for all 
Ia/ <m} for any k E N. Obviously Q, CRY+, and p(f2\U,“, f2,) = 0, with 
,U the Lebesgue measure. 
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We denote further 
s,(x) = x7 la,Z-I &(x7 rl@,)l ml))(D”~ - Da%). 
Then q,(x) =p,(x) + T,(X) + s,(x) and assertion (4) will be shown by 
proving that 
lim sup (_ p,(x) < .ck, 
n .Qk 
lim )_ T,(X) =O, 
n-cc .RA pz !,, s,(x) = 0 
for any ICE N and ek+O as k-+ a~. 
4. We show the first assertion of (5). To this end we write 
K- - .L ,n-iYm A,(x, t(u,)) D”u := J,(n) + J&I, k) + J,(n, k). k . 
By assumption and (3), 
By (A,) we have further 
where b E L ‘(a) and b, E Es(R) for all 1 a 1 < m. By HGlder’s inequality 
(5) 
< c , zm II( 1 - xk) 6, Il.ii~ 
a 
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with c some positive constant and xk the characteristic function of the set R,. 
Every fixed function in EM(n) has absolutely continuous norm [ 10, p. 1801 
and we can conclude that ]]( 1 -xk) b, ]la-+ 0 as k -+ co. Finally, as 
xkDau E E&2), we have 
.‘\ir J&z, k) = \ c h,D”u. 
-Q/i lal<rn 
Consequently we obtain 
lim sup 
II jokPn(x) Gjn,*, ,.zm haD”u + c , zm ll(1 -xk) &AI,- I2 
where ck + 0 as k -+ co by the further fact that h, D”u E L’(Q) for all 
lal<m. 
5. We show that lim,,, jn, r,(x) = 0 for any fixed k. As Dau, -+ D”u 
for a(L,(R), E&Q)), it suffices to prove that xkA,(e, I, c(u)) -+ 
xkA,(., q(u), c(u)) in norm in ER(R) for all ]a] = m. From (A,) it follows 
that xkA,(., I, c(u)) E E&2) and that the a.e. convergence holds. The 
norm convergence follows, if the family (xkAa(., I, c(u))} has absolutely 
continuous norms in Ea(f2) [9, p. 991. In view of (A,) it is sufficient to 
ensure that the family {S-‘P(c,D%,)} has absolutely continuous norms. 
But this follows from two facts: IIS-‘P(c,D%,)ll, is bounded uniformly and 
M< S at co [9,p. 1511. 
6. We show that lim,,, Jo,s,,(x) = 0 for any fixed k. For all 
]a( < m - 1 we may assume by a previous argument that xkD”u, + xkD”u 
in norm in L,(G) and hence the claim is obtained immediately by Holder’s 
inequality. 
7. We have shown that each of the assertions of (5) is true and therefore 
also (4) holds implying that D”u,(x) + D”u(x) a.e. in R for all ]a] < m, at 
least for a subsequence. By (A,), we can conclude that A,(x, <(u,))+ 
A,(x, c(u)) a.e. in f2 for all ]a] < m. On the other hand, A,(., r(u,)) -+ h, for 
u(Ln(12),E,u(Q)), so that A,(., T(u)) = h, for each la/ <m [9. p. 1321. 
Hence u E D(T) and T(U) = g. 
8. To complete the proof of Theorem 1 it remains to show that 
(T(u,), u,J + (g, U) = (T(U), u). Bearing in mind the assumption that 
lim sup(T(u,), u,) < (g, U) it will be sufficient to prove that 
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By (AZ) we have, for all x E 0, 
As a consequence we obtain, by (A3), 
Using the same arguments as above, we get 
lim inf n 1 z: ~,(x~~k,))D”~, 
.Q lnl<rn 
> 1. \‘ A,(x, [(II)) D”u - ) 
.a la-Em 
2: A,@, t(u)) D”u 
-Q\Q, lalsnr 
A,(x, r(u)) D”u - E, 
with Ed + 0 as k + 00 and we obtain inequality (6). 
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